
Meeting 17 March 2016 

Present: -  Gareth Jones, Nikki Rudkin, Meg Rudkin, Alan Fisher, Marie Dickens, Nikki Allen,  

                   Sue Burgess, Duncan Berriman, Andy Davies, Dave Rawding, Lesley Medina (arrived later) 

 

Treasurer: - 

• In Lesley’s absence Andy outlined the current financial situation.   

• Junior sessions are popular – as a result we are breaking even for pool fees 

• The Triathlon organisers are going to make a donation to the club as a thank you for the 

support we offered at the recent events 

• Pool fees are likely to go up in April, but this hasn’t been confirmed as yet 

Buildings: - 

• Stairs have been plastered 

• The lights need putting up and the area needs to be painted 

• The roofs of the containers outside need to be painted with pitch, this has been outstanding 

for some time 

Slalom: - 

• First outdoor session of the season was very successful and enjoyed by all participants 

• Duncan is arranging a Div 4 sht course on Princes Quay 10th April – volunteers needed 

• Halifax are selling two plastic slalom boats £75 each – committee agreed to buy them 

Polo: - 

• Hull International is still under consideration; It has been reported that the road bridge 

across the A63 will not be built until 2018 - the club are waiting for confirmation from the 

Highways Department whether the construction of the road bridge has been delayed 

Marathon: - 

• Event to be arranged at Kelsey Gardens – Lesley is awaiting confirmation of the date 

• KKC event probably 12 June 

• Wolfreton Marathon is on the 2
nd

 October 

Open Boats:- 

• It was agreed that the club needs a coach to complete the four star coaching award.  To be 

discussed with possible coaches 

Sea Kayaking:- 

• Not much activity within the club  

• Hull and District run trips and are happy for KKC members to join in 

• Scarborough Canoe Club are happy for people to join their trips in exchange for the chance 

for some of their members coming on river trips that KKC run 

 

 



Coaching: - 

• Gareth has passed his UKCC Level 2 Paddlesport qualification 

• Scott and Andy have started the FSRT qualification (Foundation Safety & Rescue Training) 

 

A.O.B: - 

• Dave and Andy have been working on the web site.  – updates include access to signed off 

accounts for the last three years/constitution/coaching qualifications etc 

• Duncan has updated some other sections of the web site 

• Dave has run some sessions for the Army – Dave is going to write a ‘lesson plan’ for future 

use, so others can pick it up and run with it if he can’t coach 

• AGM 11 April  7.15– senior session will be cancelled  

• Andy to send email out to all club members asking for nominations/volunteers for 

committee – any nominations/proposals/comments to be sent two weeks before 

• Nikki is standing down as Welfare Officer.  The committee thanked Nikki for her hard work 

and commitment during the time she was in post. 

• At the last session parents commented on how well the equipment/kit was set out and 

accessible downstairs in the club house 

• Club Trip 24 – 26 June Lockside Caravan Park, Ripon 

• Lesley attended a coaching seminar recently.  The meeting discussed the feedback forms 

that had been sent out to BCU members/comments on support for disciplines/possible 

changes to coaching qualifications.  Lots of discussion regarding accessibility.  There was a 

presentation on disability in sport 

• Yorkshire Polo are going to have a Skype meeting on the 21 March.  John Bates is co-

ordinating.  There’s an expectation that a representative from each team takes part in the 

Skype meeting at least twice a year.  There will be sanctions for non compliance. 

 

 

 


